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1.0

Introduction

This Transport Impact Assessment has been prepared by Transcore on behalf of the
DOH / Stockland JV with regard to the proposed Structure Plan for Cell D of the
Wungong Urban Water Master Plan area in the City of Armadale.
The subject site is located between Eighth Road and Eleventh Road, south of
Wollaston Avenue and extends across Forrest Road, as shown in Figure 1. This
figure shows the site in context within the Armadale Redevelopment Area (white)
and the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS).

Figure 1: Site location
This Transport Impact Assessment evaluates the traffic volumes that will be
generated within or attracted to the land uses within Cell D. It assesses the
proposed road network, identifies the hierarchy of roads and appropriate road
widths, intersection treatments, the required network of shared paths and footpaths,
and future bus routes.
The Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority’s Wungong Urban Water Project
Movement Network Policy (21 Feb 2013) establishes the principles to be followed in
this respect.
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2.0

Proposed Structure Plan

The proposed amended Structure Plan for Cell D is shown in Figure 2 (and with
legend at Appendix A).

Figure 2: Proposed Structure Plan
Cell D is located at the north-eastern side of the Wungong Urban Water Master Plan
area, which represents future southwest expansion of the existing Armadale urban
area. It is understood that the Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority (MRA)
estimate of the anticipated yield in this Master Plan area has fluctuated significantly
over the years. Most recently, MRA (now Development WA) has advised that the
City of Armadale’s dwelling yield projection for the Master Plan area is
approximately 13,500 dwellings. Accordingly, this figure of 13,500 dwellings has
been assumed for the purpose of the traffic modelling undertaken for this Transport
Assessment.
The location of Cell D within the Wungong Urban Water Master Plan is shown in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Site location in the Wungong Urban Water Master Plan
This area will have a very strong relationship with the existing Armadale Regional
Centre, approximately 2 kilometres from Cell D, which will provide the majority of
the regional-level facilities and services required for this area. The Wungong Urban
Water Master Plan proposes a Town Activity Centre in Cell F (southwest of Cell D),
which will provide most of the district-level services for the whole master plan area.
For the purposes of this Transport Impact Assessment the land uses anticipated to
be accommodated within Cell D are as listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Future Land Uses in Cell D
Land Use
Residential
High School
Primary School

Quantity
Approximately 1225 dwellings
1450 students (typical size)
540 students (typical size)

As part of the 13,500 dwellings yield estimate for the whole Wungong Urban Water
Master Plan area the planning consultants for the current project have advised the
residential yield in Cell D is anticipated to be approximately 1225 dwellings.
Accordingly, that potential lot yield has been used for the traffic modelling in this
Transport Assessment.
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The Cell D structure plan reflects key elements of the road network envisaged in this
area in the current Wungong Urban Water Master Plan (refer Figure 2). In particular
it includes the upgrading of Forrest Road as a District Entry Road, along with Eighth
Road and Eleventh Road to Road Avenue A Divided standard. The Structure Plan
also includes the existing alignment of Wollaston Avenue and construction of Ninth
Road (now Siltstone Road) through Cell D in accordance with the Master Plan.
Some of the key changes in this proposed amended structure plan include a
community infrastructure site (district playing fields) between the high school and
primary school sites, realignment of the northern end of Siltstone Road (Ninth Road)
eastwards to create a 4-way intersection with Coomal Road at Wollaston Avenue,
and no internal road link across the living stream south of Forrest Road opposite the
high school site.
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3.0
3.1

Existing Situation
Existing Land Use

Existing land uses within the Wungong Urban Water Master Plan area are
predominantly rural. Residential subdivision development has progressed in several
Cells including south of Armadale Road (Cell C), along Forrest Road (Cells D, E and
F) and along Rowley Road (Cells IA, J and K) although these areas currently only
cover a small proportion of the overall Master Plan area.
Within Cell D the first stages of residential subdivision development have
progressed northwards from Forrest Road, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Existing land use (March 2020)
There are also still a small number of rural-residential dwellings in the Structure Plan
area at present, along the Forrest Road, Eleventh Road, Wollaston Avenue, Purves
Way and Eighth Road frontages.
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There are existing schools in existing suburban areas at the eastern edge of the
Wungong Urban Water Master Plan area with the closest being about 300m south
or 500m east of Cell D.
The closest existing shopping centre is the new Haynes shopping centre at the
corner of Eighth Road and Armadale Road, approximately 200m north of Cell D.

3.2

Existing Road Network

The existing road network within and adjacent to Cell D is illustrated in Figure 5,
which shows current road classifications under the Main Roads WA functional road
hierarchy.
Forrest Road is the major east-west connection through the Master Plan area,
connecting Tonkin Highway to the Armadale City Centre. It is constructed as a
single carriageway rural road within Cell D with a 70 km/h speed limit. The existing
carriageway has a 7.4m sealed width (one lane in each direction), unsealed
shoulders about one metre wide on both sides, and open table drains on both sides
of the road. There are no existing footpaths or cycle facilities on this section of
Forrest Road, except where paths have been constructed adjacent to residential
subdivisions abutting Forrest Road.
Eighth Road is constructed as a kerbed, 2-lane single carriageway approximately
7.4m wide. It has a 60 km/h speed limit and has been “traffic calmed” with the
installation of six slow points between Forrest Road and Armadale Road. Adjacent to
Cell D this includes intersection treatments at Wyee Place and Avard Place, and a
“blister island” treatment south of Tillinga Street. It has driveway access for existing
residential properties along its northeast side. There is a 2m wide footpath on the
northeast side of Eighth Road.
Eleventh Road is constructed as a two-lane rural road from Wollaston Avenue to
South Western Highway, with a 7.4m sealed width south of Forrest Road and
approximately 6.2m to the north. Eleventh Road is currently not constructed north
of Wollaston Avenue.
Wollaston Avenue is constructed as a single carriageway rural road with a 7m sealed
width, unsealed shoulders about one metre wide, table drains and no footpaths.
Purves Way is a single carriageway rural road providing direct access for abutting
properties.
It should be noted that Ninth Road is not constructed through Cell D.
The Eighth Road / Wollaston Avenue intersection is a simple priority-controlled (give
way sign) T-junction without any widening of Eighth Road.
The existing Forrest Road / Eleventh Road intersection is a priority-controlled (Stop
sign) 4-way intersection with the carriageway of Forrest Road widened to
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approximately 12m through the intersection to allow through traffic to pass vehicles
waiting to turn right into Eleventh Road.
A number of Give Way sign controlled T- and 4-way intersections have also been
constructed along Eleventh Road south of Forrest Road where subdivision access
roads connect to Eleventh Road

Figure 5: Existing road network and road hierarchy
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Existing average weekday traffic (AWT) volumes recorded by Main Roads WA on
the surrounding road network are summarised in Table 2.
Table 2: Existing Traffic Flows
Road
Forrest Rd
(E of Tonkin Hwy)
Forrest Rd
(E of Eleventh Rd)

Date
2017/18
2017/18
2017/18

Forrest Rd
(E of Eighth Rd)
Tonkin Hwy
(N of Rowley Rd)
Tonkin Hwy
(S of Armadale Rd)

2019/20
2017/18
2017/18
2017/18

Armadale Rd
(W of Ranford Rd)

2019/20
2017/18

Armadale Rd
(W of Eighth Rd)
Eleventh Rd
(S of Forrest Rd)
Eleventh Rd
(W of S W Hwy)
Eighth Rd
(S of Armadale Rd)

2019/20
2017/18
2018/19
2017/18
2017/18

Eighth Rd
(S of Tilinga St)
Rowley Rd
(E of Tonkin Hwy)
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2019/20
2017/18

AM Peak
Hour

PM Peak
Hour

512vph
(0715-0815)
191vph
(0730-0830)
619vph
(0745-0845)
853vph
(0800-0900)
2204vph
(0700-0800)
2076vph
(0615-0715)
1158vph
(0730-0830)
1108vph
(0800-0900)
1890vph
(0800-0900)
2224vph
(0800-0900)
305vph
(0815-0915)
217vph
(0800-0900)
702vph
(0800-0900)
616vph
(0745-0845)
565vph
(0800-0900)
273vph
(0700-0800)

619vph
(1545-1645)
234vph
(1645-1745)
687vph
(1445-1545)
877vph
(1445-1545)
2365vph
(1600-1700)
2177vph
(1615-1715)
1306vph
(1530-1630)
1161vph
(1600-1700)
2155vph
(1515-1615)
2497vph
(1600-1700)
442vph
(1700-1800)
204vph
(1445-1545)
809vph
(1500-1600)
694vph
(1445-1545)
629vph
(1445-1545)
339vph
(1600-1700)

Average
Weekday
Traffic
7,283vpd
(15.4%HV)
2,771vpd
(5.3%HV)
6,643vpd
(5.7%HV)
7,843vpd
(4.4%HV)
25,952vpd
(16.4%HV)
23,904vpd
(14.7%HV)
16,606vpd
(9.7%HV)
12,856vpd
(9.0%HV)
25,724vpd
(8.3%HV)
28,053vpd
(8.8%HV)
5,013vpd
(6.4%HV)
2,218vpd
(6.4%HV)
9,251vpd
(6.6%HV)
7,003vpd
(5.5%HV)
6,640vpd
(4.9%HV)
3,755vpd
(12.7%HV)
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3.3

Public Transport

Existing bus routes in this area are shown in Figure 6. The closest existing bus routes
are route 519 (from Murdoch Station to Armadale Station) on Armadale Road,
approximately 400m north of the Structure Plan area and route 244 on Eighth Rd
adjacent to Cell D.

Figure 6: Existing bus routes

3.4

Pedestrian and Cyclist Facilities

The Department of Transport’s Perth Bike Map series (see Figure 7) shows the
existing Principal Shared Path along the eastern side of Tonkin Highway, shared path
along Armadale Road and Perth Bicycle Network continuous signed route along
Rowley Road. There is an existing shared path on the eastern side of Eighth Road
adjacent to Cell D, which connects to another shared path on Gribble Avenue,
providing connections to the shared path network through the established suburbs
of Armadale, Brookdale and Seville Grove. There are no existing pedestrian or
cyclist facilities along Forrest Road in this area, except where paths have been
constructed adjacent to residential subdivisions abutting Forrest Road, although this
section of Forrest Road, Eleventh Road and Wollaston Avenue are shown as a good
road riding environment.
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Figure 7: Bike map

3.5

Changes to Surrounding Road Network

The Wungong Urban Water Master Plan (refer Figure 3) includes extension of
Eleventh Road across Wungong Brook to connect to Twelfth Road, which connects
to the Armadale Road / Ranford Road intersection.
The Wungong Urban Water Master Plan also includes construction of Ninth Road
from Armadale Road to Wungong Road through Cells C, D, E and G. The Armadale
Rd / Coomal Rd (Ninth Rd) intersection has been constructed as right in / left in /
left out only. Full movement access to Armadale Road will remain the Eighth Road
and Twelfth Road intersections on Armadale Road with current planning by Main
Roads WA indicating future construction of a roundabout at the Armadale Rd /
Eighth Rd intersection.
A future grade-separated interchange of Forrest Road and Tonkin Highway is
planned by Main Roads WA in the longer term.
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3.6

Changes to Public Transport

The Wungong Urban Water Master Plan Transport and Traffic Planning final report
(Sept 2007) established the principle of three bus routes converging on the
proposed Town Activity Centre within Cell F from the Armadale City Centre. Two of
these three bus routes would extend through the Town Activity Centre to serve
Cells J, K and L on the western side of the Wungong Urban Water Master Plan area.
These planned routes have continued to be revised as planning for each Cell has
progressed.
All three of these future bus routes will pass through or adjacent to Cell D and will
be discussed further in section 4.2.
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4.0
4.1

Proposed Internal Transport Network
Road Hierarchy

The hierarchy of roads in and around the Structure Plan area is illustrated in Figure 8
based on the road hierarchy defined in the MRA Movement Network Policy.

Figure 8: Road Hierarchy
Although laneways and mews are tentatively shown on this plan they should be
regarded as indicative only and will be determined at subdivision stage.
Standard road cross-sections for the Wungong Urban Water Master Plan area are
set out in the MRA Movement Network Policy. Those cross-section diagrams are
reproduced at Appendix B of this report.
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Other lower order subdivisional roads that are not detailed in the Movement
Network Policy are to comply with the requirements of the WAPC Liveable
Neighbourhoods policy. Two particular road types that are proposed to be used in
the Wungong Cell D Structure Plan area are the Access Street D and Laneways, so
the appropriate standard cross-sections for those roads are also included at
Appendix B.
Access streets abutting open space are allowed to have a reduced verge adjacent to
that open space in Liveable Neighbourhoods as that verge generally does not need
to accommodate underground services to adjacent lots. A 13m road reserve width
is adopted for this type of street, as has been approved in the subdivision south of
Ninth Road. A typical cross-section for this type of street is included at Appendix B.
A similar approach has also been adopted for access streets running adjacent to
higher order boundary roads such as Eighth Rd and Wollaston Avenue. In this
instance there are two road verges side by side, so it is appropriate to reduce the
access street verge on that side. In the existing stages of subdivision this has resulted
in access streets adjacent to Siltstone Road reduced to 12m road reserve width.
Forrest Road is identified as a District Entry Road within the Cell D structure plan
area, consistent with the MRA Movement Network Policy. A 33m road reserve is
required for this road standard and appropriate road widening is allowed for on
both sides in the Structure Plan.
Eighth Road and Eleventh Road adjacent to Cell D and Ninth Road within Cell D are
identified as Road Avenue A Divided standard, consistent with the MRA Movement
Network Policy. This is equivalent to an Integrator B road in Liveable
Neighbourhoods.
The MRA has previously advised that Eleventh Rd is planned to be 33m wide to
accommodate major utility services and potential future road widening to 4 lanes.
Wollaston Avenue is designated as a Road Avenue A west of Ninth Rd and Road
Avenue A Divided east of Ninth Rd, as indicated in the MRA Movement Network
Policy.
However, Boatwright Avenue (the future extension of Gribble Avenue south of
Eighth Road to Ninth Road) is identified as a Road Avenue A instead of a Road
Avenue B, based on forecast traffic volumes above 3000vpd. Similarly, Antero St on
the southern side of the schools site is now also forecast to carry traffic volumes
above 3000vpd and is also identified as a Road Avenue A
Siltstone Road (Ninth Road) is indicated as Road Avenue A Divided, in accordance
with the MRA Movement Network Policy. Siltstone Road is located adjacent to a
Water Corporation infrastructure reserve. It should be noted that the Water
Corporation will not allow driveway access across their reservation, so vehicle
access and parking for lots on the northern side does not rely upon access across
this reservation in the Cell D Structure Plan.
A number of laneways are tentatively indicated on the Structure Plan. The proposed
road reserve width of rear laneways will be 6.0 metres. These would typically be
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designed with flush kerbing (i.e. at the same level as the laneway pavement) and
central drainage, and can accommodate two-way vehicle movement and rubbish
collection. Details relating to the design of these laneways will be addressed in more
detail during the subdivision planning stages. Wider road reserve widths (eg. 9m
Mews, as approved for Bristow Street in the Springtime development in Cell E) are
typically required if a laneway forms the only road frontage serving any adjacent
lots, for example for lots fronting onto public open space served only by rear
laneway access. The 9m Mews cross-section is also included at Appendix B.
However, as noted in Appendix B, the roads indicated as Mews in Cell D are
typically increased to 11.5m to accommodate a footpath as well.
It is recommended that visitor car parking should be constructed in the road reserve
adjacent to proposed lots serviced by laneways at a minimum rate of one bay per
every two dwellings. Mews are designed to accommodate this visitor parking on
street.

4.2

Public Transport

Future bus routes in the Wungong Urban Water Master Plan area are discussed in
section 3.6 of this report.
The Structure Plan for Cell D accommodates the planned bus routes through Cell D
as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Future bus route through Cell D
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4.3

Pedestrian and Cyclist Facilities

Requirements for footpaths, shared paths and on-road cycle lanes for each type of
road are set out in the MRA Movement Network Policy and shown on the typical
road cross-sections reproduced at Appendix B of this report.
Appropriate pedestrian and cyclist facilities in road and open space reserves in Cell
D are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Pedestrian and cyclist facilities for Cell D
Although laneways are tentatively shown on this plan they should be regarded as
indicative only and will be determined at subdivision stage. Laneway lots are to have
footpath access to the visitor parking bays provided for them in the road reserve.
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5.0

Changes to External Transport Networks

Outside of Cell D there will be further expansion of the road network as the rest of
the Wungong Urban Water Master Plan area is developed. There are two particular
future road links that are particularly relevant to Cell D, as noted in section 4.5 of
this report.
Extension of Eleventh Road north of Wollaston Avenue to connect to Twelfth
Road; and
Construction of Coomal Road (Ninth Road) from Armadale Road to
Wungong Road. The Armadale Rd / Coomal Rd intersection has been
constructed as right in / left in / left out only.
Future bus routes in the Wungong Urban Water Master Plan area are discussed in
section 3.6 of this report.
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6.0

Integration with Surrounding Area

The proposed Structure Plan for Cell D has been designed to integrate well with the
Structure Plans for neighbouring precincts including Cell C (to the north), Cell E (to
the south) and Cell F (to the southwest).
In particular, Siltstone Road (Ninth Road) will bend eastwards to form a four-way
intersection with Coomal Road (Cell C) at Wollaston Avenue. Similarly, Wollaston
Avenue is to be realigned at its eastern end to form a 4-way intersection with
Girraween Street at Eighth Road in accordance with current planning by the City of
Armadale.
Road connections across Eleventh Road will be important for integration between
neighbouring precincts and a number of 4-way intersections are planned along this
road to facilitate these movements.
The new road links will also be supplemented with appropriate paths and on-road
cycle lanes (refer Figure 10) providing appropriate pedestrian and cyclist access
routes to those facilities as well.
The existing private schools along Forrest Road and Ninth Road are within cycling
distance of residential areas within Cell D and will be accessible via the shared use
path network proposed in the Wungong Urban Water Master Plan.
Part of the catchment for the proposed high school in Cell D is anticipated to come
from west of Eleventh Road. Pedestrian and cyclist facilities for students crossing
Eleventh Rd will be required in the vicinity of the high school. (This is discussed in
more detail in section 7.7.)
The proposed Town Activity Centre in Cell F will be a major destination for local
trips as well. It will be accessible from Cell D by public transport, walking and
cycling as well as by car.
Similarly, the Haynes shopping centre to the northeast will be an even closer
destination for some parts of Cell D and will also be accessible from Cell D by
public transport, walking and cycling as well as by car.
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7.0
7.1

Analysis of the Internal Transport Network
Assessment Period

The assessment year that has been adopted for this analysis is nominally 2031, but
really corresponds to full development of the WUWMP area, which is consistent
with the strategic transport modelling undertaken for the City of Armadale and MRA
by Transcore.
The analysis in this Transport Impact Assessment focusses on the weekday AM and
PM peak periods. See Table 2 for details of existing weekday and peak hour traffic
flows on the surrounding road network.

7.2

Traffic Generation

The future weekday traffic flows associated with the land uses proposed in the study
area have been estimated using an EMME traffic model of this part of the southeast
corridor of the metropolitan area that has been progressively developed by
Transcore for a number of projects in this area culminating in a strategic transport
model developed for the City of Armadale and the former Armadale
Redevelopment Authority / Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority, which is now
part of Development WA.
The existing base case model is calibrated to reflect 2010 traffic flows on the major
road network. The future base case traffic model incorporates urban growth in this
area including full development of the Wungong Urban Water Master Plan.
As previously requested by the City of Armadale and agreed by the ARA the daily
traffic generation rate used in the Wungong Urban Water Master Plan area,
including the subject site, is 8 vehicle trips per day (vpd) per dwelling, which
corresponds to peak hour trip generation rates of 0.8vph/dwelling recommended in
the Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) Transport Impact Assessment
Guidelines (2016).
School traffic generation in the traffic model reflects guidance in the Primary School
Brief prepared by Building Management and Works and the Department of
Education, which specifies a peak hour school trip generation rate of 1 vph (vehicles
per hour) per student and 2.6 vpd (vehicles per day) per student for new schools.
Staff traffic movements are included in these trip rates.
The traffic model estimates the traffic generation of the Structure Plan area as
approximately 15,000vpd with approximately 5% of these trips being purely internal
within Cell D.
The distribution of all trips is determined by the traffic model in proportion to the
location of trip productions and attractors for work trips, education trips and other
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trips (shopping, social, recreational, etc.) among all the land uses in the traffic model.
The distribution of trips to and from the subject site is summarised in Table 3.
Table 3: External Trip Distribution
Approach Road
Forrest Rd (west)
Wollaston Ave (west)
Eleventh Rd (northwest)
Ninth Rd (north)
Eighth Rd (north)
Gribble Ave (east)
Eighth Rd (southeast)
Forrest Rd (east of Ninth Rd)
Ninth Rd (southeast of Forrest Rd)
Eleventh Rd (south)
Other roads in Cell C (north)
Other roads in Cell E (southeast)
Other roads in Cell F (southwest)
Other roads east of Eighth Rd (east)
Total

7.3

Proportion
19.2%
2.6%
4.2%
26.1%
6.4%
7.9%
7.0%
8.1%
6.2%
7.3%
0.6%
2.3%
1.4%
0.7%
100%

Traffic Flow Forecasts

The future total daily traffic flows on the road network around the subject site have
been modelled for the future scenario of full development of this area (nominally
2031) as discussed above.
Eighth Road, Ninth Road and Eleventh Road are all modelled as the same road
standard within Cell D (i.e. Road Avenue A Divided, in accordance with the MRA
Movement Network Policy), assuming the same 60km/h speed limit on all three
roads. The traffic model is relatively sensitive to assumptions that affect travel time
on parallel roads like these, so this assumption results in a fairly even spread of
traffic across these three roads within the LSP area.
Figure 11 illustrates future total weekday traffic flows anticipated on the nearby road
network. The component of these traffic flows that is generated in Cell D is shown
in brackets.
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Figure 11: 2031 Daily Traffic Volumes

Peak hour traffic generation in this transport report is estimated based on the AM
and PM peak hours each representing 10% of average weekday traffic generation
from the predominantly residential Wungong Urban Water Master Plan area. The
directional split assumed in each peak hour is based on the residential trip
directional splits from the WAPC Transport Impact Assessment Guidelines, ¼
inbound / ¾ outbound during the AM peak and 5/8 inbound / 3/8 outbound during
the PM peak.
For the intersections closest to the schools site the peak hour traffic flows are heavily
influenced by school traffic. Approximately 40% of school trips occur during the
before school peak hour and 40% during the after school peak hour, with
approximately 50% inbound / 50% outbound during this period. When school
traffic is removed from total traffic flows, the non-school traffic component during
these peak hours is calculated as approximately 8% of the modelled daily nonschool traffic flows. (i.e. peak hour traffic is approximately 40% of daily school traffic
plus approximately 8% of daily non-school traffic.)
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Through traffic flow directional splits on Forrest Road have been based on existing
traffic patterns from the counts summarised in Table 2. In particular, the count on
the existing urban section of Forrest Road east of Eighth Road is considered the
most representative of future traffic patterns on Forrest Road in the Master Plan
area. Peak hour traffic is calculated as 10% of total weekday traffic flows as
requested by City of Armadale. Peak hour traffic has a 45% eastbound / 55%
westbound directional split during the AM peak and 47% eastbound / 53%
westbound during the PM peak.

7.4

Roads and Intersections

The proposed road network to accommodate these traffic volumes has been
detailed in section 4 of this Transport Impact Assessment.
Figure 12 details the proposed intersection controls for intersections within and
adjacent to the Structure Plan area.

Figure 12: Intersection treatments
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Although laneways and mews are tentatively shown on this plan they should be
regarded as indicative only and will be determined at subdivision stage.
The proposed four-way intersections along Forrest Road, Eighth Road and Eleventh
Road will not be able to function satisfactorily as priority controlled intersections, so
traffic signals or roundabouts would be required at these locations.
The busiest intersection in Cell D will be at the Forrest Rd / Eleventh Rd intersection.
This is planned as a two-lane, 4-way roundabout.
The other 4-way intersections on Forrest Rd, Eighth Rd, Siltstone Rd (Ninth Rd) and
Eleventh Rd will be able to be managed efficiently by roundabouts.
One 3-way intersection on Eighth Rd, at the eastern end of Altero St (midway
between Wollaston Ave and Gribble Ave) is also proposed to be a roundabout as
shown in Figure 12 to facilitate right turn movements as well as assisting with speed
management on Eighth Rd.
One 3-way intersection on Forrest Rd, at the southern end of Altero St (southeast
corner of the high school site) is also proposed to be a roundabout as shown in
Figure 12 to facilitate right turn movements as well as assisting with speed
management on Forrest Rd in the vicinity of the schools site.
All other side road intersections into Cell D on Forrest Rd, Eleventh Rd and Eighth
Rd are anticipated to be restricted to left in / left out only. This is indicated as a
‘continuous median’ at the appropriate intersections in Figure 12.
There are a number of 4-way intersections on Siltstone Rd (Ninth Rd) within Cell D
that are also recommended to be controlled by roundabouts, as shown in Figure 12.
One 4-way intersection on Siltstone Rd (Wetterhorn St / Silverthorne Rd) is already
restricted to left in / left out only by having a continuous median on that section of
Siltstone Road as alternative routes are available for right turning traffic via the
existing Siltstone Rd / Jarvis Rd intersection and Siltstone Rd / Boatwright Ave
proposed roundabout. Another roundabout is proposed at the northern end of the
schools site to facilitate traffic movements around the school site. The 5.5m median
proposed on Siltstone Road will be able to accommodate right turn pockets where
full movement T-intersections are proposed at three side roads within Cell D.
Two other four-way intersections on low volume, low speed streets within Cell D are
recommended to be designed with suitable threshold treatments on the side roads
to slow traffic and enhance road safety at these intersections, in accordance with
guidance in the WAPC Liveable Neighbourhoods policy.
All separation spacing for staggered intersections and road design affecting the
Structure Plan area is to comply with the relevant Austroads standards.
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7.5

Intersection Analysis

Intersection capacity analysis has been undertaken for the 6 key intersections on
Forrest Road for the AM and PM peak hour flows that correspond to the modelled
2031 daily traffic flows in Figure 11.
The locations analysed are
Forrest Rd / Eleventh Rd intersection (roundabout)
Forrest Rd / Altero St intersection (roundabout)
Siltstone Rd / Altero St intersection (roundabout)
Eighth Rd / Wollaston Ave / Girraween St intersection (roundabout)
Wollaston Ave / Siltstone Rd / Coomal Rd intersection (roundabout)
Eleventh Rd / Wollaston Ave intersection (roundabout)
Capacity analysis of these intersections has been undertaken using the SIDRA
computer software package. SIDRA is an intersection modelling tool commonly
used by traffic engineers for all types of intersections. SIDRA outputs are presented
in the form of Degree of Saturation, Level of Service, Average Delay and 95%
Queue. These characteristics are defined as follows:
Degree of Saturation is the ratio of the arrival traffic flow to the capacity of
the approach during the same period. The Degree of Saturation ranges from
close to zero for infrequent traffic flow up to one for saturated flow or
capacity.
Level of Service is the qualitative measure describing operational conditions
within a traffic stream and the perception by motorists and/or passengers. In
general, there are 6 levels of service, designated from A to F, with Level of
Service A representing the best operating condition (i.e. free flow) and Level
of Service F the worst (i.e. forced or breakdown flow).
Average Delay is the average of all travel time delays for vehicles through the
intersection.
95% Queue is the queue length below which 95% of all observed queue
lengths fall.
The results of the SIDRA analysis are summarised in Appendix C.
Forrest Rd / Eleventh Rd roundabout
The Forrest Rd / Eleventh Rd roundabout layout required to accommodate the
forecast traffic flows is shown schematically in Figure C1. The modelled 40m central
island diameter is based on preliminary concept plans prepared for this roundabout
by JDSi for Stockland. That larger central island size is necessary for this two-lane
roundabout due to the acute angle of intersection between Forrest Rd and Eleventh
Rd.
The SIDRA analysis in Tables C1a and C1b indicates that this roundabout would
operate at 64% to 70% of capacity with a very good overall level of service A in the
future AM and PM peak periods (i.e. before and after school), with no movement
operating worse than level of service B.
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Forrest Rd / Altero St roundabout
The modelled Forrest Rd / Altero St roundabout layout is shown schematically in
Figure C2.
The SIDRA analysis in Tables C2a and C2b indicates that this roundabout would
operate at 46% to 47% of capacity with a very good overall level of service A in the
future AM and PM peak periods (i.e. before and after school), with no movement
operating worse than level of service B.
A preliminary test SIDRA analysis of future AM peak traffic flows on an alternative Tintersection layout (not documented in this report) indicated that an unsignalised Tintersection would not have sufficient capacity to accommodate the forecast future
traffic flows during before and after school peak periods. Accordingly, a roundabout
is recommended as the most appropriate treatment at this intersection.
Siltstone Rd / Altero St roundabout
The modelled Siltstone Rd / Altero St roundabout layout is shown schematically in
Figure C3.
The SIDRA analysis in Tables C3a and C3b indicates that this roundabout would
operate at 57% to 63% of capacity with a very good overall level of service A in the
future AM and PM peak periods (i.e. before and after school), with no movement
operating worse than level of service B.
Eighth Rd / Wollaston Ave / Girraween St roundabout
The Forrest Rd / Eleventh Rd roundabout layout required to accommodate the
forecast traffic flows is shown schematically in Figure C4. The modelled 28m central
island diameter is based on concept plans prepared for this roundabout by City of
Armadale. The two-lane northern approach reflects the future standard of Eighth
Road north of this intersection.
The SIDRA analysis in Tables C4a and C4b indicates that this roundabout would
operate at 76% to 61% of capacity with a very good overall level of service A in the
future weekday AM and PM peak periods, with no movement operating worse than
level of service C.
Wollaston Ave / Siltstone Rd / Coomal Rd roundabout
The modelled Wollaston Ave / Siltstone Rd / Coomal Rd roundabout layout is
shown schematically in Figure C5. The modelled 20m central island diameter is
based on concept plans previously prepared for this roundabout by GHD for MRA.
The SIDRA analysis in Tables C5a and C5b indicates that this roundabout would
operate at 67% to 71% of capacity with a very good overall level of service A in the
future weekday AM and PM peak periods, with no movement operating worse than
level of service B.
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Eleventh Rd / Wollaston Ave roundabout
The modelled Eleventh Rd / Wollaston Ave roundabout layout is shown
schematically in Figure C6. The modelled 20m central island diameter is based on
concept plans previously prepared for this roundabout by GHD for MRA.
The SIDRA analysis in Tables C6a and C6b indicates that this roundabout would
operate at 43% to 45% of capacity with a very good overall level of service A in the
future weekday AM and PM peak periods, with no movement operating worse than
level of service B.

7.6

Access to Frontage Properties

The WAPC Liveable Neighbourhoods policy requires that “Development along
integrator B and neighbourhood connector streets with ultimate vehicle volumes
over 5000 vehicles per day should be designed either so vehicles entering the street
can do so travelling forward, or are provided with alternative forms of vehicle
access. Wider lots with paired driveways and protected reversing areas in the
parking lane may be used on streets with up to 7000 vehicles per day.” This
guidance is also reflected in the MRA Movement Network Policy.
Forrest Road, Eleventh Road, Eighth Road, Siltstone Road (Ninth Road), Wollaston
Avenue, Boatwright Avenue and the eastern section of Antero Street are anticipated
to carry more than 5000vpd when Cell D and the surrounding area is fully
developed.
Forrest Road is classified as a District Entry Road and the MRA Movement Network
Policy states, “No direct vehicle access is permitted for lots abutting District Entry
Roads with alternative means of access to be provided via rear lanes or side streets.”
However, suitably designed access to the high school site would be considered
appropriate and would be determined during the development application process
for this future school.
For Eleventh Road, Siltstone Road (Ninth Road), Eighth Road and the eastern section
of Wollaston Avenue the MRA Movement Network Policy guidance for the Road
Avenue A Divided category of road should be taken into consideration. The MRA
Movement Network Policy states, “Road Avenue A Divided typically has
development facing onto it and designed to enable vehicles to access the road in
forward gear”, so it is acceptable to have driveway access, as long as there are
appropriate provisions to ensure development enables vehicles to turn around on
site. This would automatically be provided at the high school site and any group
dwelling sites, so driveway access would be allowable in those cases.
The structure plan proposes frontage roads or rear laneways on various sections
along Wollaston Avenue so that driveway access is not required.
Boatwright Avenue has already been constructed, fully developed on the southern
side and partially developed on the northern side without special provision for
vehicles to turn around on site. Future traffic volumes on this street above 5,000vpd
would be undesirable. If this does eventuate in future it may be appropriate to
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introduce a lower speed limit (eg. 40km/h), potentially reinforced by traffic
management devices such as speed humps, to make it a less attractive through
route between Eighth Rd and Siltstone Road in future and reduce the future traffic
flows accordingly, or to improve safety for vehicles reversing out from residential
driveways..
The eastern section of Antero Street would potentially carry 5000-6000vpd (see
Figure 11) so development on abutting lots would either require side or rear access
or suitable provision for vehicles to turn around on site to avoid reversing out into
traffic on this road.

7.7

Pedestrian / Cycle Networks

The proposed network of footpaths and shared paths for pedestrians and cyclists is
described in section 4.3 of this Transport Impact Assessment. This network of paths
will provide an excellent level of accessibility and permeability for pedestrians and
cyclists within the Structure Plan area, and connections to neighbouring cells at
strategic locations.
The WAPC Transport Impact Assessment Guidelines (2016) provides guidance on the
levels of traffic volumes that are likely to affect the ability for pedestrians to cross
various types of road. Based on that guidance an undivided two-lane road should be
acceptable for pedestrians crossing traffic volumes of up to approximately 11,000
vpd and this threshold can be increased to around 28,000 vpd by adding a central
median or pedestrian refuge islands. On a four-lane road, because of its greater
carriageway width, this threshold is lower; even with a median island the threshold is
only around 16,000 vpd.
Only Forrest Road is expected to carry future traffic flows above these levels. The
future schools site northeast of the Forrest Rd / Eleventh Rd intersection will be the
only major generator of pedestrian and cyclist movements across Forrest Road
within Cell D.
It is anticipated that guard-controlled school crossings would be appropriate at the
combined high school and primary school site on Forrest Road, Eleventh Road,
Siltstone Road and Altero Street to assist students crossing those roads before and
after school. All of those roads will include central median islands as part of their
standard cross section, so guard-controlled school crossings can easily be
accommodated at any location that suits the internal and external access routes of
both schools at detailed design stage.
Information from the 2002-2006 Perth & Regions Travel Survey (PARTS) indicated
that 25.4% of primary school students and 17.1% of high school students walk or
cycle to school while 26.7% of primary and 21.9% of high school students walk or
cycle home from school. Therefore a 540 student primary school would typically
have about 140 students walking or cycling and a 1450 student high school would
typically have about 250-320 students walking or cycling.
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Warrant criteria provided on the WA Police website indicate that a Type A
Children’s Crossing may be provided where a minimum of 20 students and 200
vehicle movements occur within the hour immediately before and immediately after
school, for a primary school, or 20 students and 700vph for high schools. The
warrants are lower for a Type B Children’s Crossing at 10 students and 100vph for a
primary school or 10 students and 350vph for a high school. Such facilities can only
be applied for by a School Principal or the President / Secretary of the relevant
school/parent organisation (eg. P&C or P&F). The anticipated numbers of students
crossing Forrest Road, Eleventh Road, Siltstone Road and Altero Street around the
school sites would potentially meet these warrants in future so it would be expected
that the schools would apply for this type of facility when future student numbers
and movements meet those warrants.

7.8

Access to Public Transport

At this stage of the structure planning process future bus stop locations are not
known. However, in these circumstances the WAPC Transport Impact Assessment
Guidelines (2016) suggest that it is desirable for at least 90 per cent of dwellings to
be within 400m straight line distance of a bus route.
Examination of the proposed bus routes on Figure 9 indicates that all of the
residential areas in Cell D are within 400m of an existing or proposed bus route, so
this guideline is satisfied.
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8.0
8.1

Analysis of External Transport Networks
Traffic Volumes on External Road Network

The daily (weekday) traffic volumes generated by Cell D on the surrounding road
links are shown in Figure 11.
The WAPC Transport Impact Assessment Guidelines (2016) suggests that traffic
impact should be assessed on those parts of the surrounding road network where
an increase of 100 vehicles per hour is generated on any traffic lane. As daily traffic
volumes have been used in this Transport Impact Assessment this threshold is
converted to about 1,500vpd on a 2-lane road or 3,000vpd on a 4-lane road (which
assumes the peak hour is around 10% of weekday traffic with about two thirds of
the traffic travelling in the peak direction).
Traffic volumes generated by Cell D are expected to be higher than 1500vpd only
on Forrest Road (west and east) and Coomal Road (Ninth Road north). These
sections of Forrest Road and Eighth Road are District Entry Roads. Forrest Road west
of Eleventh Road will carry over 20,000vpd and would ultimately be constructed to
four-lane divided standard. Eighth Road (north of Wollaston Avenue) is anticipated
to carry around 15,000-17,000vpd. Previous analysis by Transcore in relation to Cell
C and Haynes Shopping Centre indicates that this section of Eighth Road could
operate satisfactorily as a two-lane divided road with right turn lanes in the median
at side road intersections (although it is planned to be upgraded to 4-lanes divided
in future). Forrest Road east of Ninth Road will also carry similar traffic flows, so
similar conclusions apply.
Coomal Road (Ninth Road) north of Wollaston Avenue is designated as a Road
Avenue A Divided, which is a two-lane divided road with right turn lanes in the
median at side road intersections, so it will also operate satisfactorily under the
forecast traffic flows.
These traffic flows are part of the future total traffic flow generated by the Wungong
Urban Water Master Plan area. The road network within the Master Plan area is
designed to accommodate the forecast traffic volumes and intersection
requirements throughout the Master Plan area and has been assessed by other
consultants for the MRA, so no further assessment is considered necessary for Cell
D traffic flows.

8.2

Pedestrian / Cycle Networks

The Town Activity Centre in Cell F and the Haynes Shopping Centre northeast of
Cell D will both be significant destinations for pedestrian and cyclist travel from Cell
D. So would the existing Xavier Catholic School on the south side of Forrest Road
between Eighth and Ninth Roads.
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All of these destinations will be well served by the network of shared paths planned
within the Master Plan area. Suitably located pedestrian facilities on Eleventh Road
(north of Forrest Road), Forrest Road (east and west of Ninth Road) and Eighth Road
(north and south of Wollaston Avenue) would also assist people walking or cycling
to these destinations.
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9.0

Parking

The Schools and Community Infrastructure Site is planned to accommodate a high
school, a primary school, two senior football ovals and potentially a sporting
clubhouse. Each of these components will require a substantial amount of parking
provision to service their respective peak parking demands.
The parking demands of the two schools will typically coincide during weekday
school hours including the 8-9AM and 2.30-4.00PM before and after school. The
peak parking demands of the Community Infrastructure Site will generally be during
weekend morning and afternoon periods and to a lesser extent during evenings
throughout the week. Therefore there is a perfect opportunity for reciprocal use of
parking facilities between the schools and the Community Infrastructure Site. This
would typically be subject to an appropriate agreement being reached between the
schools and the City of Armadale to confirm the details of this reciprocal parking
arrangement.
Community Infrastructure Site Parking Demand
The City of Armadale has previously (in 2019) advised that they have not confirmed
which sports will be played at the Community Infrastructure Site but have provided
figures for AFL Auskick programs, which would have the highest participation
numbers of any sport at any one time.
The City advised that each senior playing field can accommodate 15 junior fields,
with 12 competitors per game, plus typically two spectators per player. Thus 30
junior games playing simultaneously would potentially see approximately 1,080
people on site. With allowance for a proportion of these people walking or cycling
to the site from the local area, and assuming three people per car, the City
anticipates a total parking demand of 300 cars during these games. Change over
between games would be a 10 to 15 minute period approximately every 90
minutes, and the City estimates 50% of cars would depart before the next
participants arrive for the next set of games, so a peak parking demand of 450 cars
is anticipated during weekend morning junior winter sport sessions.
The City indicated that weekend afternoon senior winter sport sessions with highest
numbers of participants would likely involve two games on each senior playing field,
with 22 players per game. Assuming similar ratios of spectators the City estimated a
total attendance of 220 people on site, with parking demand of 74 cars during
games and a peak of approximately 111 cars at game change over time.
Primary School Parking Requirements
The Primary School Brief prepared by Building Management and Works and the
Department of Education provides a detailed spreadsheet for calculating primary
school parking demand. For a primary school with 540 students (assuming 40 of
those are kindergarten students each attending 2.5 days per week and 500 full-time
pre-primary to year 6 students) the parking requirement is as follows:
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50 bays: Staff and visitors (10 per 100 pre-primary to year 6 students)
15 bays: early childhood (fixed number)
4 bays: canteen
6 bays: dental therapy clinic
70 bays: on-street embayments (14 per 100 pre-primary to year 6 students)
145 bays total
If 70 on-street parking bays are not able to be provided, the balance is to be
provided on-site instead. The total parking provision is to include Universal Access
bays equivalent to one space in every 30 on-site bays. A bus embayment for one
bus is also required for a primary school.
It should be noted that the primary school parking requirements noted above do not
factor in the increased student numbers that are temporarily accommodated in
transportable classrooms in many new schools. For example, if an additional 300
students were temporarily accommodated in transportables, that would require an
additional 30 staff and visitor bays and 42 on-street embayments (or other parking
provision on-site or nearby).
High School Parking Requirements
The parking requirements for a high school designed for 1450 students is as follows:
145 bays: Staff and visitors (10 per 100 students, including 5 visitor bays
102 bays: on-street embayments (7 per 100 students)
247 bays total
If 102 on-street parking bays are not able to be provided, the balance is to be
provided on-site instead. The total parking provision is to include a minimum of 4
Universal Access bays or as required by standards. Six bus embayments on street
are also required for a high school.
It should be noted that the high school parking requirements noted above do not
factor in the increased student numbers that are temporarily accommodated in
transportable classrooms in many new schools. For example, if an additional 500
students were temporarily accommodated in transportables, that would require an
additional 50 staff and visitor bays and 35 on-street embayments (or other parking
provision on-site or nearby).
If an Education Support Facility was also included at the high school site it would
require additional on-site parking provision, too. For example, an 85 student
Education Support Facility would require 85 parking bays on site and 4 bus bays on
site as well.
Total Parking Requirements
Based on the parking requirements listed above, the two schools together would
require at least 392 parking bays (145 + 247) and potentially half as much again if
additional students are temporarily accommodated in transportables (eg. plus 157
bays for 300 primary and 500 secondary students, taking the total to almost 550
bays).
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As the additional parking required for additional students accommodated in
transportable classrooms is a temporary situation, it would make sense for any such
additional parking to be conveniently located for the playing fields of the
Community Infrastructure Site, which would be the main user of those bays in the
longer term. A minimum of at least 60 bays would be required for the Community
Infrastructure Site to achieve its 450 bays parking requirement, assuming all of the
school parking is also available during weekend peak sporting sessions. However, it
is recommended that this parking provision be increased to at least 160 bays for the
Community Infrastructure Site to make a suitable allowance for the additional
parking demand generated if transportable classrooms are required at the school
sites.
Accordingly, the recommended parking provision is 145 bays (and one bus
embayment) for the primary school, 247 bays (and 6 bus embayments) for the high
school and 160 bays for the Community Infrastructure Site.
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10.0 Conclusions
The residential land uses, high school and primary school proposed within Cell D of
the Wungong Urban Water Master Plan area are anticipated to generate up to
15,000 vehicle trips per day (vpd).
Forrest Road is ultimately anticipated to carry approximately 24,000 to 27,000 vpd
through Cell D and is designed as a 33m wide District Entry Road as proposed in
the Master Plan. This could be constructed to dual carriageway standard, 2 lanes
each way, if required when the area is fully developed. It is recommended that
driveway access should not be permitted along this section of Forrest Road.
Eleventh Road is expected to carry approximately 9,000 to 14,000 vpd adjacent to
Cell D. It is planned as a Road Avenue A Divided road standard (one lane each way
with a 5.5m central median) which meets the requirements of the MRA Wungong
Urban Water Project Movement Network Policy plus increased verge width for
services. Driveway access should generally only be permitted where the
development makes provision for vehicles to turn around on site so they do not
reverse out onto this busy road. The MRA has previously advised that Eleventh Rd is
planned to be 33m wide to accommodate major utility services and potential future
road widening to 4 lanes.
Eighth Road is expected to carry around 12,000 to 14,000 vpd adjacent to Cell D
and is planned as a standard 28.2m Road Avenue A Divided road with similar
access restrictions.
Wollaston Avenue and Boatwright Avenue (the extension of Gribble Avenue west of
Eighth Road) are expected to carry traffic flows above 5,000 vpd and are planned as
24.1m Road Avenue A standard (the eastern section of Wollaston Avenue is
planned with a 28.2m road reservation to allow upgrading to Road Avenue A
Divided standard if required). The eastern section of Antero Street (from Siltstone
Road to Eighth Road) is also expected to carry future traffic flows above 5,000 vpd.
Residential lots along Wollaston Avenue are planned with side or rear access or
alternative frontage road access to avoid vehicles reversing out onto Wollaston
Avenue. Similar planning would be appropriate on Boatwright Avenue and the
eastern section of Antero Street.
Siltstone Road (Ninth Road) is expected to carry approximately 12,000 vpd within
Cell D. It is located adjacent to a 15m Water Corporation infrastructure reservation
which reduces any demand for parking on that side. Nonetheless, in accordance
with the Movement Network Policy, Siltstone Road is required to be provided with
a 28.2m road reserve width to accommodate the standard Road Avenue A Divided
cross-section.
Roundabouts are proposed at four-way intersections along Forrest Road, Eleventh
Road, Ninth Road, Eighth Road and Wollaston Avenue, as well as the Antero Street
T-intersections on Forrest Road and Eighth Road. A number of other intersections
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are identified as requiring suitable intersection treatments. Details of intersection
treatments at these locations will be determined at subdivision design stage.
A fine-grained network of footpaths and shared use paths is proposed within Cell D
that is consistent with the principles of the Master Plan and maintains very good
continuity with the path networks proposed within neighbouring parts of the Master
Plan.
Guard-controlled school crossings are expected to be appropriate for the high
school and primary school along Forrest Road, Eleventh Road, Siltstone Road and
Antero Street. All of those roads will include central median islands as part of their
standard cross section, so guard-controlled school crossings can easily be
accommodated at any location that suits the internal and external access routes of
both schools at detailed design stage. Such school crossings can only be applied for
by the school authorities at such time as traffic flows and student movements
warrant the provision of that type of facility.
The three public transport routes proposed in the Master Plan will all pass through
or adjacent to Cell D, so this area will be well served by public transport access in
future.
The parking requirements of the Schools and Community Infrastructure Site has
been assessed and the following parking provision is recommended: 145 bays (and
one bus embayment) for the primary school, 247 bays (and 6 bus embayments) for
the high school and 160 bays for the Community Infrastructure Site. This assumes
that there will be a suitable agreement between the schools and the City of
Armadale for reciprocal use of those parking facilities to meet the peak parking
demands of each use that occur at different times and days of the week. It also
makes allowance for additional parking for a reasonable number of additional
students that may be temporarily accommodated in transportable classrooms at the
two school sites, but these parking numbers would need to be reviewed and
confirmed when detailed plans for the schools and the Community Infrastructure
Site are developed.
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Appendix A
Proposed Cell D Structure Plan
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Appendix B
Road Cross-sections
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Standard cross-sections from the MRA Wungong Urban Water Project Movement
Network Policy (Feb 2013). Refer to that policy for additional notes on acceptable
design criteria and performance criteria that allow variations to the standard crosssections shown.
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All other lower order subdivisional roads that are not detailed in the Movement
Network Policy are to comply with the requirements of Liveable Neighbourhoods.
Two examples that are anticipated to be used in the Wungong Cell D Structure Plan
area are the Access Street D (increased to standard 15m width) and Laneways.

4.5

4.5
15

(Note: Access Street D reserve increased from 14.2 to 15m and verges to 4.5m)
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Access Streets abutting open space can have a reduced verge, reducing the road
reserve to 13m, as shown below. This is consistent with Liveable Neighbourhoods
and the approved subdivision in Cell D south of Ninth Road.

One other special street type is the Mews,
as a wider laneway access for lots abutting
POS. The 9m Mews shown here was
approved for Bristow Street in Cell E.
In Cell D this is typically widened further
to 11.5m to include a path as well.
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Appendix C
SIDRA Intersection Analysis
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Figure C1.
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Forrest Rd / Eleventh Rd roundabout layout analysed in SIDRA
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Table C1a.

SIDRA results – Forrest Rd / Eleventh Rd roundabout – 2031 AM
peak

Table C1b. SIDRA results – Forrest Rd / Eleventh Rd roundabout – 2031 PM
peak
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Figure C2.
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Forrest Rd / Antero St roundabout layout analysed in SIDRA
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Table C2a.

SIDRA results – Forrest Rd / Antero St roundabout – 2031 AM peak

Table C2b. SIDRA results – Forrest Rd / Antero St roundabout – 2031 PM peak
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Figure C3.
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Siltstone Rd / Antero St roundabout layout analysed in SIDRA
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Table C3a.

SIDRA results – Siltstone Rd / Antero St roundabout –
2031 AM peak

Table C3b. SIDRA results – Siltstone Rd / Antero St roundabout –
2031 PM peak
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Figure C4.
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Eighth Rd / Wollaston Ave / Girraween St roundabout layout
analysed in SIDRA
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Table C4a.

SIDRA results – Eighth Rd / Wollaston Ave / Girraween St
roundabout – 2031 AM peak

Table C4b. SIDRA results – Eighth Rd / Wollaston Ave / Girraween St
roundabout – 2031 PM peak
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Figure C5.
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Wollaston Ave / Siltstone Rd / Coomal Rd roundabout layout
analysed in SIDRA
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Table C5a.

SIDRA results – Wollaston Ave / Siltstone Rd / Coomal Rd
roundabout – 2031 AM peak

Table C5b. SIDRA results – Wollaston Ave / Siltstone Rd / Coomal Rd
roundabout – 2031 PM peak
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Figure C6.
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Eleventh Rd / Wollaston Ave roundabout layout analysed in SIDRA
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Table C6a.

SIDRA results – Eleventh Rd / Wollaston Ave roundabout –
2031 AM peak

Table C6b. SIDRA results – Eleventh Rd / Wollaston Ave roundabout –
2031 PM peak
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